Abramovic's ties with "John of God" | pizzagate


Found this on 8 chan a few minutes ago.

Turns out Marina Abramovic has connections to "John of God" who recently got outed this week.

What a tangled web we weave.

John may be a more important piece of the puzzle than we realized. As in connects many things together. The Clintons, Pedowood (via Oprah), and Abramovic, who herself ties to much of pizzagate.

On a side note, Naomi Campbell also visited John of God. And guess what? She has a house built in the shape of the Eye of Horus!

See this v/pizzagateart post: Naomi Campbell's Eye-of-Horus House

@Vindicator @EricKaliberhall @shewhomustbeobeyed @letsdothis3

And was also in the Epstein flight logs.

Interesting, didn't remember that. Thanks!
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(Will add some more links later.)
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[–] septimasexta (u/septimasexta) 2 points (+2|-0) 1 month ago

Abramovic is a total fraud. WHO LET HER IN THIS COUNTRY? Is she here on a green card? Her brother fancies himself as a Tesla expert! Not an original bone in their bodies! She exploits the "art" loophole for profit by imitating pagan rituals.
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[–] carmencita (u/carmencita) 1 points (+1|-0) 1 month ago

I wonder what she does to the indigenous people. I am not a violent person, I abhor it. But those two deserve to be tortured for what they are doing to that person's eye. What in the world behooves a person to fall for that claptrap I wonder. Amazing. You are correct. They should be deported right now.
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[–] girlinashittycountry (u/girlinashittycountry) 0 points (+0|-0) 1 month ago

here all fraudsters are welcome.
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Upvote for you.
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One of the highlights is the visit to medium João de Deus. Known internationally as John of God, the former bricklayer had an enlightenment that boosted him into psychic-surgeon superstardom. He is based in Abadiania, a city on the map only because of his spiritual prowess. The movie captures Abramovic enraptured by the kitchen knife surgery on a patient's eye—no anesthetic, no gloves on the healer—which evokes the blade-on-the-eye scene of Mexican Luis Buñuel's 1928 surrealist film, “Un Chien Andalou.” John of God's spiritual healing center attracts thousands weekly from all over the planet. I first learned about him on a Los Angeles-São Paulo flight ten years ago. The California-born woman sitting next to me was excited about going to meet John of God but disappointed that I, a native, had no clue who this "god" was.

Enraptured. She was enraptured by him sticking that kitchen knife into the eye. Neither one has formal medical training. These two are Barbaric Monsters. Somebody please try it on them. An eye for an eye.
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[–] sore_ass_losters (u/sore_ass_losters) 1 points (+1|-0) 1 month ago (edited 1 month ago)

Trailer and other clips from her movie in Brazil The Space Within on YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5pmTdXS41Blw4bgE3bQow

link (/v/pizzaregate/3018517/16613119) reply ...

[–] think- (u/think-) 1 points (+1|-0) 1 month ago
Found this on 8 chan a few minutes ago.

@darkknight111 (<https://voat.co/u/darkknight111>), could you please post the link to the 8chan thread? That would be terrific, thanks! :-)

link (/v/pizzagate/3018517/16608398)  reply  ...

[-] flyingcuttlefish (<u/flyingcuttlefish>) 1 points (+1|-0) 1 month ago
archived this http://archive.is/UwMNn (<http://archive.is/UwMNn>)
great find!
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[-] shewhomustbeobeyed (<u/shewhomustbeobeyed>) 1 points (+1|-0) 1 month ago (edited 1 month ago)
newcitybrazil - https://archive.is/QiewJ (<https://archive.is/QiewJ>)

wordpress - https://archive.is/0aXaY (<https://archive.is/0aXaY>)

link (/v/pizzagate/3018517/16602718)  reply  ...

[-] Otto- (<u/Otto->) 1 points (+1|-0) 1 month ago
Woah, nice connection. Thanks for sharing! I was stuck by the shot in the trailer of innumerable mannequin limbs hanging over the ceiling, they even looked child-sized.

link (/v/pizzagate/3018517/16599284)  reply  ...
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